
 

 

 

FASHION ASSISTANT (MENS & WOMENS), CLAPHAM COMMOM 

Department – Editorial 

Reporting to the Style Directors (Mens & Womens) 

 

THE BRAND 

MATCHESFASHION.COM is the global luxury-shopping destination for men and women, bringing 

together a modern edit of over 400 established and emerging designers. Experience 

MATCHESFASHION.COM online, in its London stores and at No.23, our private-shopping 

townhouse. With over 25 years in luxury fashion, we deliver to over 190 countries and offer 24/7 

advice through MyStylist, our dedicated fashion-concierge team. 

THE ROLE 

 

Your responsibility will be to provide high quality general support and assistance to the fashion 

editorial team, developing original and fresh ideas within the MATHCESFASHION.COM voice, 

merchandising the product on site, and assisting on call-ins, fashion stories and all editorial and 

content streams for the business. 

 

THE RESPONSIBILITIES 

 

 ASSIST fashion editors/style directors on collating products to be featured in editorial stories 

and shoots across menswear and Womenswear 
 

 To assist on shoots 
 

 RETURNING samples called in from external PR’s as required 
 

 CALLING in samples for shoots, look books, press pack and all other special projects 
 

 COMPILING editorial stories in a creative and trend-focused way as directed by both men’s 

and women’s style directors 
 

 CHECKING the weekly issue, print magazine and additional look books for technical errors 

and copy/sku mistakes 

 

 MAKING travel and fashion week arrangements for editorial / creative team as required 
 

 MAINTAINING a seasonal shoot folder of fashion stories 
 

 HAVING an understanding of weekly sales reports to aid the formulation of ideas and ensure 

that all content is both commercially and editorially viable 
 

 AD HOC general editorial duties for the editorial team including photocopying, printing 

documents, filing, expenses etc. 
 

 LIAISING with retail/buy teams to make sure products are accurate and commercially 

available 
 

 FILING tears of shoots and still life shoots for visual reference 
 

 BOOKING couriers 
 

 WORKING with NAV systems for buy sheets and stock returns 
 
 

 



 

 

 Work with BUYING and marketing to see what product needs to be pushed and which 

exclusives need to be included 
 

 ATTEND the end of season buy downloads to truly understand the buys 
 

 TAKING credits on shoot and compiling that for the chief sub editor 
 

 MAKING sure stock is taken care and kept in good condition 
 

 CHECK in any called in stock product and liaise with the stock controller 
 

 SUPPORT the picture editor on imagery and call in’s from PRs 
 

 Managing and MENTORING the editorial intern 
 

 CALLING in fashion show tickets 
 

 CODING for the print magazine 

ABOUT YOU 

 

 Previous experience calling in and assisting on photo shoots 

 A strong knowledge of fashion, designers and brands across men’s and women’s 

 A real sense of runway looks and what trends are happening each season 

 Flair and individuality combined with awareness of MATCHESFASHION.COM style 

 Able to work well within a team 

 An ability to meticulously check skus/copy for errors 

 Excellent organizational skills 

 Strong fashion and visual sense 

 Proven ability to work quickly and effectively with an eye for detail 

 Pro-active and able to show initiative/ideas 

 Time keeping and an ability to meet deadlines 

 Enthusiastic approach to all tasks set 

 Being diligent and careful with all stock and samples 

 Having amazing attention to detail 

 Good computer knowledge of Outlook, Excel, CMS, stock management systems 

 Have a good relationship with PRs 

 Be a very good multi-tasker with a willingness to take on multiple projects 

 

From the moment you join our team we aspire to make your employment experience an 

engaging and memorable one. 

 

If you are energetic, hardworking and thrive in a collaborative and fast-paced environment, 

then please apply with a CV and covering letter stating your salary details and notice period. 


